
Galil’s popular DMC-1415 and
DMC-1425 one and two-axis motion
controllers with Ethernet are now
available as a packaged metal enclo-
sure with power supply. Measuring
5.1" x 3.0" x 6.8", the new, compact
box-level controllers connect directly
to 90-260 VAC, eliminating the need
for an external DC supply. The con-
trollers include both an Ethernet 
10 Base-T port and an RS232 port.

The DMC-1415-BOX and DMC-
1425-BOX provide all the high per-
formance features of the card level
controllers. For example, the con-
troller provides precise control of 
one or two servomotors using ad-
vanced PID compensation with 
velocity and acceleration feedforward, 
digital notch and integration limits. 

Modes of motion include point-to-
point positioning, jogging, and for the
DMC-1425 linear and circular interpo-
lation, electronic gearing and electron-
ic cam. In addition, the controllers
accept encoder frequencies up to
12 MHz.

Other features include non-volatile
program memory for storing and exe-

cuting motion programs, forward and 
reverse limits, home inputs for each
axis, three uncommitted digital inputs,
three uncommitted digital outputs and
two uncommitted analog inputs.

Connections to the DMC-1415/
1425-Box are made using a 37-pin
D-type cable and Galil’s ICM-1460
interconnect module.

Galil’s new DMC-3425 distributed
controller is also available in an enclo-
sure.

The list price for the DMC-1415-
BOX 1-axis controller is $795 and the
DMC-1425-BOX 2-axis controller
is $895 with delivery from stock. Call
Galil at 800-377-6329 for additional
information or view specifications at
http://www. galilmc.com/ products/
econo/ dmc1425.html.

Galil’s web-tutorial library contin-
ues to grow with the addition of two
new Jacob Tal motion control tutor-
ials: Tension Control of Web Pro-
cessing Systems and Control of Load
Sharing Systems. Approximately 20
minutes in length, these tutorials in-
clude audio and can be watched
“24/7” from your computer.

View these and any other tutorial
(see list below) free of charge at:
www.galilmc.com/support/library/
tutorials.html.

Web-Tutorial Library (by category):

Tuning Servo Systems

� Tuning Servo Systems for Optimum 
Performance

� Advanced Tuning Methods

� Dual Loop Compensation 
Methods

System Design

� Tension Control of Web Processing 
Systems

� Control of Load Sharing Systems 

� Optimal Design of Motion Control
Systems

Ethernet Motion Control
Systems

� Distributed Control Systems

� Ethernet and Motion Control

Software Tools

� ActiveX Toolkit

Miscellaneous

� Controller Upgrade Options

� Connecting to Galil I/O

� Overview of Galil Motion 
Control

Galil Offers Two New Motion Control Web Tutorials

SERVOTRENDS
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Galil Offers New Box-Level Version
of Ethernet Motion Controllers
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By Robin Riley,
Applications Engineer, Galil Motion Control

In this article, we evaluate a mechanical system that
is limited in performance by an inertial mismatch. The
objective is to tune the system as best as possible for
three different sets of system requirements:

CASE 1: Fastest possible settling time. Overshoot is
acceptable.

CASE 2: Smoothest continuous motion. Instantaneous 
error is secondary.

CASE 3: No acceptable overshoot. Rise time can be extended.

Galil’s Windows Servo Design Kit is used to deter-
mine the best set of tuning parameters for each case.
Desirable characteristics of static stability, minimal mo-
tor noise and lowest power consumption are incorporat-
ed into each solution.

CASE 1
Fastest possible settling time. This mode is chosen

when in-transit error is not important but the system
is expected to settle quickly at the target position. To
achieve this, allow the amplifier to receive a full 9.998
volt command signal from the controller. This has the
potential for relatively large errors but allows for the
maximum possible acceleration and deceleration. Tune
to the fastest settling time using  the point-to-point tun-
ing method in WDSK.

Next, determine the maximum ac-
celeration and deceleration rates that
your system can handle by perform-
ing a repetitive step response test as 
shown at right.

Using the WSDK storage scopes, ex-
ecute the above program and view the
position, position error and torque as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows the torque going to
the maximum 9.998 volts during accel-
eration and deceleration and the error
as shown in the second waveform grow-
ing very large at this point. Raise or lo-
wer the AC, DC, and SP values in the
program until you only barely touch
9.998 volts on any given move.

Fig.1- Determine max AC and DC

CASE 2
Smooth continuous motion. This is used in long-dis-

tance travel requiring minimal fluctuations in output
torque such as conveyor control or star tracking. Gener-
ally, you will set your PID gains lower than the physical
maximum, and look at output torque for smooth,
steady travel.

Begin tuning using the Auto-Crossover method in
WSDK.  Using the resulting PID gains, issue a continu-
ous jog (JG) at the expected machine speed. Initialize
the continuous scope, looking at output torque. Close
in on the displayed values by varying the Min and Max
value as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2- Highly tuned system; torque fluctuation
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Optimizing Performance of Systems
with Inertial Mismatch
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Note the very jagged output signal. Now, de-tune the
system using Conservative Compensation or Manual
tuning and re-check the continuous torque output un-
til it fluctuates less than required.

CASE 3

No Overshoot. The third type of system is one where
there is no possibility of position overshoot, which is
usually achieved at the expense of rise time. Rise time is
defined as the time a system takes to move to the com-
manded position. First begin with a nominally tuned
system and note the step response using the Manual
tuning in WSDK.

Fig. 3- Basic tuned system

As shown in Figure 3, the overshoot occurs at every
position change with oscillatory spikes at position 100
and position 0. The object is to adjust the PID parame-

ters to eliminate the spikes while still having acceptable 
rise time. Vary the acceleration and deceleration such
that output torque (viewable from the storage scope)
stays well within the linear range of the amplifier. Also,
use the controller’s Feedforward Velocity (FV) and Feed-
forward Acceleration (FA) to assist in rising to, but not
overshooting, the position.

Fig. 4- System tuned using FA, FV, and higher KD

Figure 4 shows the results with a higher KD, FV of
20 and a FA of 10. Here, there is no position overshoot,
but the motor does take longer to achieve the desired
position.

The methods presented in this article provide a basic
overview of the methods used to tune a less-than-ideal
mechanical system. Remember, the most important step
is to prioritize the needs of your specific system, and be
ready to compromise the less important specifications
to achieve the overall goal.
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CamSoft Corporation has devel-
oped a graphical operator interface
(OI) software package for Galil con-
trollers. It provides a shortcut to
developing a man-machine interface
for all general automation applica-
tions and contains a wide variety of
graphical tools already developed for
the user to drag-and-drop into place.
No VB or C programming is neces-
sary. CamSoft’s graphical OI runs
from Galil’s native motion control-
ler commands and provides over

100 new commands to get your
application up and running faster.

Features:

� Complete operator interface with 
definable buttons and icons

� Readout displays in inch or
millimeter

� Graphical toggle switches, multi-
function knobs and indicator lights

� Spindle torque meters and needle 
gauges

� Emergency stop button

� Event driven digital I/O logic
� Handwheel generator and speedpot
� Standard automatic servo tuning
� Visual icon driven logic editor or 

text editor

From now through June 30,
2001, CamSoft is offering their Galil
Graphical Operator Interface to new
customers for a special price of $179.
Call CamSoft at  909-674-8100 or
go to  www.camsoftcorp.com for
details.

New Operator Interface Software from CamSoft
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In order to provide super easy technical support from
remote locations, Galil’s Tech Support team now uses
Desktop Application Sharing software. This new soft-
ware enables Galil application engineers to either 1)
show customers their desktop remotely, or 2) view the
customer’s desktop. All is done while voice communica-
tion takes place over the phone. This is an ideal tool for
viewing WSDK tuning waveforms or debugging applica-
tion programs.

Here’s an example of how easy it works: A customer
in New York is having trouble tuning a servomotor and
needs some help adjusting PID parameters for the best
response. He can simply call Galil Tech Support in
California and be put in direct contact with a Galil engi-
neer. The Galil engineer will then ask the customer to

enter a private Web-conference session and display his
motor response on his PC using Galil’s WSDK tuning
software. Galil’s engineer can then view the response
using the Web-conference application-sharing feature;
even taking control of the customer’s desktop and con-
trol the motor from afar (if needed and agreed to). Also,
the Galil engineer can display an ideal motor response
on his desktop and show this to the customer.

Desktop Application Sharing provides another way
for Galil’s technical support team to deliver the prompt,
expert support you have come to expect from Galil. By
the way, Galil does not charge customers for this Web-
conference or application sharing service. So call Galil
at 800-377-6329 for technical support—even from afar.

Remote Tech Support Made Easy
with Desktop Application Sharing Software

By John Hayes, 
Applications Engineer, Galil Motion Control

By combining the performance of Galil controllers
with the simplicity of programming in LabVIEW, a pro-
fessional looking graphical user interface can be created
in minutes. 

LabVIEW can be used as the front end for any Galil
motion controller, displaying a custom interface. In
addition, you can create unique homing routines that
execute at the touch of a button, display I/O and
limit switch status, and use captured data to create
charts or set up a virtual oscilloscope to continuously
display controller information.

Galil offers two methods of interfacing to controllers
in LabVIEW. The first one uses Galil’s ActiveX toolkit
and takes advantage of the ActiveX support offered in
LabVIEW 5.0 or greater. These ActiveX tools provide
all the necessary functions for programming. The pre-
built objects in the ActiveX toolkit reduce programming
to little more than a “drop-in” procedure. The second
method uses direct function calls to Galil library files
(.dll). This method typically involves more programm-
ing but offers more flexibility. Galil provides several free
example VIs (Virtual Instruments) that provide all the
basic programming functions. More advanced options 

can be accessed by creating your own VI function calls.
Motion programming with LabVIEW and Galil has

never been easier. Go to www.galilmc.com/support/
library/application_notes.html and refer to our latest
Application Note #4414 for more information.

LabVIEW is a registered TradeMark of National Instruments

Using Galil with LabVIEW™


